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Abstract: Our capabilities for collecting and storing data of all kinds are greater then
ever. On the other side analyzing, summarizing and extracting information from this data is
harder than ever. That's why there is a growing need for the fast and efficient algorithms
for information retrieval.In this paper we present some mathematical models based on
linear algebra used to extract the relevant documents for some subjects out of a large set of
text document. This is a typical problem of a search engine on the World Wide Web. We use
vector space model, which is based on literal matching of terms in the documents and the
queries. The vector space model is implemented by creating the term-document matrix.
Literal matching of terms does not necessarily retrieve all relevant documents. Synonymy
(multiple words having the same meaning) and polysemy (words having multiple meaning)
are two major obstacles for efficient information retrieval. Latent Semantic Indexing
represents documents by approximations and tends to cluster documents on similar topics
even if their term profiles are somewhat different. This approximate representation is
accomplished using a low-rank singular value decomposition (SVD) approximation of the
term-document matrix. In this paper we compare the precision of information retrieval for
different ranks ofSVD representation of term-document matrix.
Keywords: information retrieval, singular value decomposition, vector space model, low-
rank approximation, latent semantic indexing.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present some mathematical models based on linear algebra used to
extract relevant documents for some subjects out of a large set of text documents. More
specifically, we want to match user information requests, or queries, with relevant
information items, or documents. This is a typical problem of a search engine on the World
Wide Web.
In the first section, the vector space model for information retrieval is presented [3,14].
The SMART (System for the Mechanical Analysis and Retrieval of Text) introduced in
1983[3], was one of the first to use vector space model. The vector space model is
implemented by creating term-document matrix. The first step to create term-document
matrix is to create a list of relevant terms for used collection. The term-document matrix is
a m x n matrix, where m is number of terms and n is number of documents. It is formed
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on the base of frequency of terms from the list in a specific document. We can create few
types of the term-document matrix for the same collection of documents according to
weight formulas we will use. On the other hand queries are represented as In -dimensional
vectors and a matrix-vector product produces a n -dimensional vector of scores that is used
to rank documents in relevance.
The newer method of Latent semantic indexing (LSI) is a variant of the vector space
model and it is presented in the second section. LSI has been introduced in 1990 [6] and
improved in 1995 [5]. In the vector space model similarity between query and document is
measured using just the information about term matching between them. Literal matching
of terms does not necessarily retrieve all relevant documents. Synonymy (multiple words
having the same meaning) and polysemy (words having multiple meaning) are two major
obstacles for efficient information retrieval. Latent Semantic Indexing represents
documents by approximations and tends to cluster documents on similar topics even if their
term profiles are somewhat different. This approximate representation is accomplished
using a low-rank singular value decomposition (SVD) approximation of the term-document
matrix. The approximation results in great savings in storage and retrieval time and
improvement in information retrieval [6,8]. Probabilistic analysis of effectiveness of Latent
semantic indexing is provided in [2,7,13,15].
In the third section, an application of LSI on standard text collection MEDLINE is
given. A precision of the retrieval is compared for term matching vector space model and
LSI method for different weight formulas and different ranks of SVD approximation.
2. THE VECTOR SPACE MODEL
The vector space model is implemented by creating the term-document matrix and a
vector of query. Let the list of terms be numbered from 1 to In and documents be
numbered from 1 to n. The term-document matrix is mxn matrix A = [aij] where
aij represents the weight of term i in document j. The simplest case is to set that aij is
frequency of the term j in the document j . In the general case, the term weight has tree
components: local, global and normalization, so we can write
aij= gjtijdj
where tij is the term component C based on information in the j th document only), g i is
the global component C based on information about the use of the i th term thought the
collection), and dj is the normalization component. Formulas commonly used for local,




1 if t » 0,
xCt) = 0 if t = 0,
-1 if r c o.
(2)
The weight formula is specified by three letters where the first letter represents local
component, the second global component and the third normalization component.
Example 2.1 Following the notation specified in Tables 1-3 lets calculate the weight of
term i in document j for formula cxn, where c specifies augmented normalized term
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frequency (Table 1), letter x specifies that there no global weights (Table 2) and letter n
specifies a column normalization (Table 3). So weight of term i in document j is
[ I 10.5XU ij)+ 0.5 1Jmax, I kj
aij =-;:=================
",m_ [0.5X(fJ+O.5[ I ij 112
Dk_1 1J max, I kj
(3)
From numerical point of view it is important that the term-document matrix is sparse,
that means that most of its entries are zero. That is because a document usually contains
only few terms from the list of terms.
Table 1: Local tern1 weight formulas
Symbol Formula for ti) Description
b x(f ij). Binary
t lij Term frequency
[ r, 1 Augmented normalizedc 0.5XU ij) + 0.5 1J term frequency
max, Ikj
I log(f ij+l) Logarithmic
Table 2: Global term weight formulas
Symbol Formula for g i Description
x 1 No change
Inverse document
f
[ n I frequencylog Ljx(fij) (IDF)
[n - L: xV ij) I Probabilistic inversep log J
Ljx(f ij)
Table 3: Normalization formulas
Symbol Formula for d j Description
x 1 No normalization
I
( m 2 f2 Normaln {;(gJi))
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In the term-document matrix the documents are represented as a columns. A query has
the same shape as a document; it is a vector, which on i th place has the weight of the i th
term. Let query be q = [q i]' We will also specify term weighting for query. Here
(4)
where g i is computed based on the frequencies of terms in the document collection by one
of three formulas from Table 2, and i; is computed using the same formulas as for t ij
given in Table 1 with f ij replaced by j i ' the frequency of term i in the query. The
normalizing component of query weighting is always x. We never normalize the vector of
query because it has no effect on document ranking.
Example 2.2 In the weight formula for query tpx letter t means that local weight of terms in
documents is simply term frequency, letter p means global component is probabilistic
inverse, and letter x means that there is no normalizing, So,
(5)
The weight formula cxn. tpx means cxn term weighting for documents and tpx term
weighting for queries.
A common measure of similarity between the query and the document is the cosine of
the angle between them. Let a J, J = 1,2, ..., n be the columns in the term-document
matrix. They represent the documents. Then we calculate similarity between query q and
document a J using a formula
(6)
If we use column normalization in term weighting then dividing by Iia AI2 in formula (6)
doesn't have any impact because vectors of documents are of unit norm, Further, dividing
by IIql12 doesn't have impact on ranking of documents according their relevance to the
query. In order to rank documents, we compute
s= qTA,
where the J th entry in s represents the score of document j.
(7)
3. THE LSI METHOD
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where U is the In x In orthogonal matrix, V is the n x 11 orthogonal matrix and L: is
111 x 11 diagonal matrix
(9)
where p=min{m,n} and CT1 2:CT2 2: ... 2:CTp 2:0. The CTi are the singular values and
ui and Vi are the i th left singular vector and the i th right singular vector respectively. Let
reA) be tile rank of matrix A. From tile orthogonal invariance of rank it follows that
r (A) = rCUL:VT) = r(L:), (10)
so the rank of tile matrix A is equal to the number of its nonzero singular values.
Theorem by Eckart and Young [9] states that the distance in Frobenious norm between
A and its k-rank approximation is minimized by the approximation Ak . Here
(11)
where Uk is In X k matrix whose columns are the first k columns of U, V k is the 11x k
matrix whose columns are the first k columns of V, and L:k is kxk diagonal matrix
whose diagonal elements are tile k largest singular values of A . More precisely,
So, matrix Ak is the best k-rank approximations for term-document matrix A .
Algorithm for LSI is as follows: first we create the term-document matrix and the
vectors of queries and then we use the singular value decomposition on the term-document
matrix and create a k-rank approximation We rank the documents according to their
relevance to the queries by calculating the score vector s = (q T Uk) (L: kV n .
In score vector a query is presented as q' Uk and documents are presented in
k x n matrix L:kV ~. As k < < m (where k is rank of approximation and m is number of
terms) storage of documents using LSI needs much less memory space than storage of
documents using ordinary vector space model.
Table 4 : Comparison: Straightforward term matching method and LSI method (rank -30
and rank -50 approximation) for different term weighting
Mean averaue precision Median averaqe precision
Weight Term Term
matching LSI, k=30 LSI, k=50 matching LSI, k=30 LSI,k=50
method method
txn.txx 77,21 78,88 82,74 90,91 86,62 90,91
bxn.bxx 78,19 76,67 83,37 84,44 85,60 93,39
txn.bxx 78,22 79,25 82,90 90,91 86,62 89,55
Ixn.bfx 79,60 85,75 86,26 89,70 93,90 94,55
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Ixn.lfx 80,09 85,20 85,41 89,70 93,90 92,73
Ixn.tfx 79,87 85,27 86,03 89,70 93,94 94,54
Ixn.bpx 80,15 85,87 85,87 90,91 93,90 93,39
Ixnlpx 80,73 85,51 85,53 90,91 93,90 92,73
cxn.bfx 80,75 88,14 85,69 87,88 97,73 90,91
cxn.tfx 80,33 90,58 86,58 89,39 97,98 94,95
cfn.tfx 80,36 90,67 86,69 89,39 97,98 95,96
cxx.bpx 79,59 74,04 78,48 82,12 83,97 89,92
cxn.bpx 80,50 88,25 85,69 87,88 97,73 90,91
cxn.tpx 80,19 90,58 86,57 89,39 97,98 94,95
4. APPLICATION ON A STANDARD TEXT COLLECTION
Experiments are conducted on the pari of standard text collection MEDLINE that
consists of 270 medical documents (titles and abstracts). Also, the queries and relevance
judgments were available. List of terms is formed by extracting all terms out of the
documents and then ejecting terms that occur in only one document and terms on a stop list
of 493 common words used by SMART ('and', 'the' ... ). Terms were not steamed or
variations of words were not mapped to the same root form. The list of terms consists of
2153 terms.
For the comparison of the methods two standard measures are used: mean average
precision and median average precision [1]. When we evaluate a query, we return a ranked
list of documents. Let r i denote the number of relevant documents among the top i
documents and r ; total number of relevant documents in collection. The precision for the
top i documents, Pi' is then defined as
rip=-, (13)
I i
i.e., the fraction of the retrieved i documents that are relevant. The recall is defined
as r Jr «, i.e. the fraction of relevant documents that has been retrieved.
The N - point (interpolated) average precision is defined as
1 N-l ( . )








is pseudoprecision at recall level x E [0,1].
Here l l-point interpolated average precision is used (recall levels 0, 0.1, ... ,1). We have
17 queries, so we compute mean average precision and median average precision,
expressed as percentages.
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In the Table 4 we compare straightforward term matching vector space method and
LSI method for different term weighting. In Tables 5,6 and 7 comparisons of LSI method
for different k-rank approximations and fixed term weighting are done.
All the experiments are done in MA TLAB 5.0.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
From the Table 4 we can see that median average precision is usually higher then mean
average precision. That means that most of the queries have good average precision (more
than 90%), but there are some queries with match the worst average precision. However,
the results for mean average precision are more stable. That's way we will concentrate in
our discussion on mean average precision, which is more standard measure in information
retrieval. The best performances for every method (term matching, LSI k=30, LSI k=50) in
Table 4 are bolded.
It is obviously that LSI has better performance than straightforward term matching
method. Using LSI method, documents are projected in means of least squares on space
spread by first k left singular vectors of term-document matrix. First k components capture
the major associational structure in the term-document matrix and throw out the noise.
That's way minor differences in terminology used in documents are ignored and closeness
of objects (queries and documents) is determined by the overall pattern of term usage, so it
is context based. LSI method addresses the problems of synonymy and polysemy:
documents which contain synonyms are closer after projection than in original space;
documents which contain polysemy in different context are farther after the projection than
in original space.
We can see that term weighting has influence on choice of the best k-rank
approximation. Greatest influence has first letter of term weighting, i.e. the term
component. If the term component is t, i.e. term frequency, then the performance is the best
for LSI method, k =50. For the logarithmic term component the best performance is again
for LSI method, k =50, but improvement in relation to LSI method, k =30 is smaller then
before. For augmented normalized ternl frequency, we can notice a drop of mean average
precision for LSI method, k =50 in relation to LSI method, k =30. In Tables 5,6 and 7 we
can see the effect of raising the rank of term-document matrix approximation for different
term weightings. The best performances for every weight are bolded. Generally, the best
performance is achieved for ranks of approximation of 30-40. We can notice that for higher
ranks of approximation mean average precision is falling down, so is makes sense to choose
the rank of approximation between 30 and 40 for this collection. As the total number of
relevant terms here was 2153 and the total number of documents 270, the original term-
document matrix was stored in 2153x270 matrix. If we chose the rank of approximation to
be 40, then SVD approximations of documents a stored in 40x270 matrix which is a great
saving of memory space.
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Table 5: LSI method for cfn.tfx and cxn.tpx term weighting
K mean average precision median average precision
cfn .tfx cxn.tpx cfn.tfx cxn.tpx
10 70,75 70,93 81,82 85,45
15 80,80 81,02 90,91 90,91
20 78,13 78,83 90,91 90,91
25 86,43 86,56 95,96 95,96
30 90,67 90,58 97,98 97,98
35 89,11 89,18 96,59 96,59
40 89,25 89,20 95,96 96,59
45 86,61 89,55 95,96 97,73
50 86,69 86,59 95,96 94,95
55 85,80 84,79 96,59 94,95
60 84,71 86,32 96,59 96,59
65 83,64 83,56 96,59 96,59
70 83,88 84,08 96,59 96,59
Table 6: LSI method for lxn.bpx and lxn.lfx term weighting
k mean average precision median averaqe precision
lxn.bpx Ixn.lfx Ixn.bpx Ixn.lfx
10 73,05 73,08 87,88 90,76
15 77,23 77,13 92,09 91,12
20 83,53 85,13 96,59 96,59
25 84,66 84,37 94,66 94,66
30 85,87 85,20 93,90 93,90
35 87,01 86,88 92,73 94,55
40 87,85 87,73 93,39 94,66
45 87,19 87,93 94,66 95,96
50 85,87 85,41 93,39 92,73
55 86,10 85,18 93,94 92,73
60 85,63 85,02 93,94 93,18
65 85,33 85,28 92,27 94,81
70 85,66 85,28 94,95 94,81
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Table 7: LSI method for txn.txx term weighting
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Figure 2: Mean average precision and median average precision for lxn.bpx weighting
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Figure 3: Mean average precision and median average precision for txn.txx weighting
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